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Introduction

What happens when all the government agencies 

in a town, county, or state work together to build 

healthier communities? 

They make sure families can find and afford 

healthy food. They build parks so that there are 

places for kids to play. They design streets and 

trails so people can get around comfortably 

on foot and by bicycle. They plan and develop 

neighborhoods with homes that are safe, well 

maintained, and affordable for all residents. They 

protect people from being exposed to polluted 

air and water. They find innovative solutions to 

improve schools and create jobs. And ultimately, 

they build communities where all people feel 

empowered and connected to their neighbors, 

local institutions, and the place they call home. 

It’s impossible to make this vision a reality unless 

everyone works together. Behind the scenes, 

government agencies must collaborate. That 

means identifying shared goals and maximizing 

resources. It means coordinating tasks and 

investing in big solutions. It means harmonizing 

policies, plans, and systems.

That’s what it takes to build a healthy community. 

This type of community is an all-in community.

How do government 
agencies collaborate to build 
healthier communities?

Government agencies collaborate by embracing 

Health in All Policies (HiAP). Health in All Policies 

is a transformative, collaborative approach to 

improving a community by incorporating health, 

sustainability, and equity considerations into 

decisionmaking across government agencies 

and policy areas. We use HiAP to describe this 

approach to focus on strategies and actions that 

will improve health equity.

But here’s a little secret: At its core, Health 

in All Policies is about practicing a “whole of 

government” approach to solving our biggest 

social and environmental challenges — those 

problems that are so big and knotty that no one 

group can fix them on their own. Fundamentally, 

HiAP is about good governance. 

Yet many communities struggle with this approach, 

and for good reason. It’s hard. We live and work 

with bureaucratic structures, history, practices that 

keep us isolated, operating in our separate silos. 

Libraries over here, sheriff’s office over here, and 

public health department over there. We speak 

different technical jargon. We’re accountable to 

different outcomes — even when we share the  

same boss!

Collaborating for health is like running a relay 

marathon. You can’t do it without practice, and you 

can’t do it alone. Government agencies need to 

strengthen their collaboration muscles so they can 

work together effectively. 

This roadmap offers guidance to anyone who is 

inspired by a vision of a healthier, more equitable 

community for all. It focuses on using policy to 

build and institutionalize the public sector’s ability 

to collaborate across departments, agencies, and 

offices.

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
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Another contributing factor is the significant 

health inequities in our country9:

• African Americans are far more likely to die 

as infants and to die from heart attacks and 

stroke.10 

• Hispanics are more likely to be hospitalized for 

a preventable cause.10

• Low-income populations are more likely to 

suffer from asthma, to be hospitalized for 

preventable causes, and to be diagnosed with 

diabetes.10

We all want to do what is best for our health 

and the health of our families. But our 

environments — including our social and economic 

environments — and the policies that shape those 

environments make it difficult to meet basic health 

recommendations. For example, when people can 

walk, bike, or take public transportation to work or 

school,15-18 they can be physically active every day. 

But many people live and work in places that do 

not have the basic infrastructure to make walking 

and biking convenient or safe.19 Too often, our 

environments don’t help us be healthy.  

This doesn’t just affect our physical and mental 

health — it affects our bottom line. It drains the 

strength of our entire community. 

Why should the public sector 
work together to create 
healthier communities?

When people are healthy, society benefits. 

Healthier workers are more productive, have fewer 

sick days, and have decreased health care costs.1 

Similarly, healthier students learn better and are 

more likely to graduate from school.2 And healthy 

older adults live longer and require substantially 

less health care.3 

Prevention pays. Policies that make communities 

healthier have shown a significant return on 

investment by reducing health care costs,4 creating 

jobs,5 and increasing tax revenue.6 Researchers 

have even suggested that more than 50% of the 

economic growth in the United States during the 

20th century was the result of improvements in 

population health.7 

Despite these advances, in 2015, life expectancy 

declined for the first time in 40 years. And from 

2010 to 2015, life expectancy was stagnant.8 One 

reason for this plateau is the rise in chronic disease 

and chronic disease risk factors.

• In the US, 4 in 5 adults are not getting the 

recommended amount of physical activity.11,12

• Nearly 9 in 10 adults are not eating enough 

fruits or vegetables.13 

• More than half of all people in the United 

States have at least one chronic disease, such 

as diabetes, heart disease, or cancer.14 

Poor nutrition 
accounts for 

$71 billion 
in medical expenses 

each year.21

Health inequities 
cost 

$229 billion 
each year.9

Chronic disease 
costs 

$2.3 trillion 
in health care 

expenses annually.22

Physical inactivity 
accounts for 

$117 billion 
in medical expenses 

each year.20

http://www.changelabsolutions.org


No matter what your community needs, 
this roadmap can help. It provides 
strategies that you can work on today, 
and it identifies future tasks to help 
you plan next steps. Use this resource 
at every stage as you move toward 
adopting a strong Health in All Policies 
policy (eg, a HiAP ordinance, resolution, 
or executive order) in your jurisdiction.
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But many government agencies work in isolation 

and do not regularly consider how their programs 

and policies could support, or undermine, health. 

These bureaucratic habits limit government’s 

ability to share resources, maximize efficiency, 

and reach communities with the highest burden 

of disease. By changing their approach, these 

agencies can create better, stronger, and more 

equitable communities.

This roadmap provides concrete guidance and 

inspiration from people who have done this hard 

and important work. It can help you win the Health 

in All Policies marathon and put your community 

on the path to a healthier future.

Why focus on government?

Government is uniquely positioned to change these 

trends. Government does what private businesses, 

organizations, and community residents cannot do 

alone: It makes decisions that apply to the entire 

community, decisions that affect everyone’s health. 

Government agencies can expand public transit 

systems, build and maintain parks, and support 

small businesses. They make decisions about 

where grocery stores are located, where affordable 

housing is built, and where businesses can 

operate. They decide how our streets are designed 

and what transportation options are available 

in different neighborhoods. Ultimately, these 

decisions contribute to our common good.

Even government departments and agencies that, 

on the surface, do not seem to affect health — 

like the personnel department or the budget 

office — have a role to play. For example, a city 

personnel department can create a system to 

train all government employees on how their 

work affects residents’ overall health and well-

being and how to incorporate health, equity, and 

sustainability into their agency’s activities and 

policies. Similarly, a county budget office can 

ensure all county agencies consider health by 

requiring them to explain in their budgets how 

their planned activities will affect health, equity, 

and sustainability.  

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
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ChangeLab Solutions has developed the following suite of resources to help you institutionalize a Health 

in All Policies approach. These resources are designed to support you as you move along the HiAP path, 

from simply learning about the idea to diving into implementation.

Using the HiAP Roadmap

A Roadmap for Health in All Policies
Collaborating to Win the Policy Marathon

Spark interest
Collaborative Health: A Video on Health in All Policies

This video provides a quick introduction to Health in All Policies 

and explains the importance of considering health, sustainability, 

and equity in policy decisions. 

Take the first steps
A Roadmap for Health in All Policies: Your Guide to Win the Policy Marathon 

No matter where a community is starting, this roadmap provides strategies that 

you can work on today. Over the long term, this roadmap can help you identify 

next steps on the road toward adopting a Health in All Policies ordinance or 

resolution that creates and implements a vision of a healthy community!

Make the case to go further
Collaborative Health: A Health in All Policies Presentation

When you are ready to advocate for a formal policy establishing a Health in All 

Policies initiative, you can use this presentation to help make the case for and 

support Health in All Policies. 

Adopt and implement a strong policy 
From Start to Finish: How to Permanently Improve Government Through 
Health in All Policies 

Use the 5 key strategies in this comprehensive resource to implement a strong 

HiAP policy. 

Commitment to Change: Health in All Policies Model Policies

Use our 3 model policies — an ordinance, a resolution, and general plan 

language — to institutionalize Health in All Policies.

Health in All Policies in General Plans

Y
O

U
 A

R
E

 H
E

R
E

From Start to Finish
How to Permanently Improve Government 
through Health in All Policies

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=thYj8AlB3ms
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/HiAP_Roadmap
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/HiAP_Collaborative-Health
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/HiAP_Start-to-Finish
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/HiAP_Start-to-Finish
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/HiAP_Model-Policies
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Warming Up: Using Policy 
to Build the Foundation for 
Successful Collaboration

Assess the policy landscape

Before launching a Health in All Policies initiative, 

you should learn about your community’s 

history of multi-agency collaboration and health-

promoting work. As part of this assessment, you 

may complete a policy scan that answers the 

following questions: 

 Where has health, equity, or sustainability 

been incorporated into policies and practices 

that are outside the traditional health sector?

 Are there any existing policies (such as 

those listed later in this section) that require 

cross-sector collaboration to promote health, 

sustainability, or equity? 

 What is your jurisdiction’s history of 

policy and investment? And how has this 

history benefited or adversely affected 

the people who live within the jurisdiction, 

including communities of color, low-income 

populations, women, people with disabilities, 

or the LGBTQ community? 

Government agencies have the power to work 

together to tackle our biggest challenges — like 

poverty, climate change, and chronic disease. 

By taking a Health in All Policies approach, 

governments can facilitate the exchange of ideas, 

resources, and programs that promote health, 

equity, and sustainability for the entire community. 

In taking this kind of approach, communities 

may be tempted to sprint to the finish line. 

But systematically incorporating health into 

government decisionmaking does not happen 

overnight. Government leadership and staff need 

to practice collaborating to build the foundation 

for a strong Health in All Policies initiative. If there 

is no history of government agency collaboration, 

you should start with policies that get agencies 

working together toward common goals. 

Where should you start? 

This roadmap provides a list of collaborative policy 

ideas (see next section “What policies do you need 

before adopting a Health in All Policies ordinance 

or resolution?”) to help government staff across 

agencies and departments gain experience 

collaborating for health. The experiences of 

implementing these policies lay the foundation 

necessary to implement a strong HiAP initiative.  

Your community may already have some of these 

collaborative policies in place. So, how do you 

know if you are ready to start moving toward a 

Health in All Policies ordinance or resolution? 

Below are some tips to get you started. 

What Is Policy? 

When communities launch policy 
initiatives, someone usually asks this 
important question: What do you mean 
by “policy”? ChangeLab Solutions 
created a fact sheet to define policy, 
to explain why policy is a strong tool 
for change, and to give examples of 
how communities have used policy to 
improve health. It’s a helpful resource for 
introducing government staff, community 
leaders, and other stakeholders to the 
concept of policy change.

1

2

3

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
http://changelabsolutions.org/publications/what-is-policy
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In several communities, HiAP practitioners have 

successfully passed HiAP policies by documenting 

what healthy policies have already been adopted 

by local government and how the history of local 

government policies affects health outcomes.

Before [our Health in All Policies resolution] 

was passed, I kept getting taken off the 

agenda. So I ended up just calling the city 

manager and said ‘Can you just tell me 

what’s going on?’ I found out that there were 

some concerns that a Health in All Policies 

resolution might mean a loss of resources. I 

met these concerns head-on. I completed a 

policy and program scan to see where the city 

already had [healthy policies]. I had this huge 

list. The city had passed all of these healthy 

resolutions. I said ‘You guys are already doing 

Health in all Policies. Let me help you move it 

a little further.’ ”23

The Road to Success: California

California’s HiAP Task Force was established 

by executive order in 2010 and affirmed by 

the state legislature through a resolution in 

2012. Comprised of members from a variety 

of state departments and agencies, the Task 

Force was charged with identifying priority 

programs, policies, and strategies to improve 

health and promote equity. The California 

Department of Public Health, the Public Health 

Institute, and the Strategic Growth Council 

provide the backbone support for this initiative. 

Since its creation, the HiAP Task Force has had 

many achievements, such as the incorporation 

of health and equity goals and criteria 

into large grant-making programs related 

to urban greening, housing, land use, and 

transportation. It also developed nutritional 

guidelines for state bid specifications for food 

purchasing to make it easier for correctional 

facilities to meet their heart-healthy nutrition 

guidelines. The Task Force also developed the 

state’s Office of Farm to Fork.24 

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
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Seize opportunities 

As part of your assessment about where to start, 

you should make the most of policy opportunities 

as they arise, which may include the following: 

• Local government agencies’ strategic planning 

processes

• Long-range planning processes, such 

as comprehensive plans or regional 

transportation plans

• Proposed development projects 

• Funding proposals

• Local zoning code updates

Jefferson County Public Health in Colorado 

has taken advantage of opportunities to build 

relationships and pursue common goals:

Our approach is pretty opportunistic in how 

we interface with the partner agencies. If a 

community is updating their transportation 

plan, we’re going to talk to them about 

including active transportation principles that 

address things like bike and pedestrian safety. 

If it’s a comprehensive plan, then we are 

working on educating our planning partners 

about density and mixed use.”26 

Has your community implemented 
policies that encourage agencies to 

collaborate around a shared vision of 
health? See pages 9-11 for examples. 

Yes.

How did 
implementation go?

No.

Start here on 
page 9-11.

Great! There is a 
lot of buy-in for 
improving our 

community through 
collaboration. 

Congratulations! 
You may be ready 
to tackle a strong 
HiAP policy, like 
a Health in All 

Policies resolution 
or ordinance. Go 
to “Ready, Set, 
Go: Start the 

Conversation” to 
get started.

It could have 
gone better.

No worries! Successful 
collaboration takes time 
and practice. Check out 

the Prevention Institute’s 
Collaboration Multiplier and 
Collaboration Assessment 

tools to determine 
how to strengthen the 
collaboration.  Then, 

when ready, try tackling 
another policy that fosters 

collaboration. 

Decision tree: Are you ready for a Health 
in All Policies ordinance or resolution?

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
https://www.preventioninstitute.org/tools/collaboration-multiplier
https://www.preventioninstitute.org/publications/collaboration-assessment-tool
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What policies do you need before 
adopting a Health in All Policies 
ordinance or resolution? 

Many government agencies don’t have experience 

working together to implement policies that 

promote health. Below is a list of common 

policies that communities adopt to improve 

health, equity, and sustainability outcomes. This 

is not an exhaustive list. It is meant to generate 

ideas. Regardless of which policy you select, the 

experience of implementing these kinds of policies 

can strengthen government leadership and staff’s 

ability to collaborate across agencies. 

Organizational or agency-specific HiAP policies

One easy way to start working on Health in All 

Policies is to implement internal, organizational, 

or agency-specific policies. These policies could 

be new personnel policies that require staff to 

participate in cross-agency workgroups or updated 

hiring policies that make it easier to hire staff with 

expertise in a variety of fields. 

We have a planner embedded in the health 

department, talking about planning and 

transportation with cities in our county. He 

knows the planning staff in our cities, and we 

can leverage that knowledge and expertise to 

incorporate health in every conversation.”27 

Another kind of organizational policy is one that 

creates a new Health in All Policies office within 

an agency. For example, the Monterey County 

Health Department created an office dedicated 

to promoting Health in All Policies. Staff from 

the HiAP office meet with different agencies, 

departments, and offices to develop relationships 

and educate partners about the initiative. 

The Road to Success: Monterey 
County, CA

“The City of Salinas City Council directed 

the city manager to create an economic 

development element for their general plan. 

After having a series of conversations with 

stakeholders and defining a healthy 

community, the economic development 

director for the city, who was at our 

meetings, ended up using that definition and 

embedding it into the economic element of 

the City of Salinas’ General Plan.”         

—Erica Padilla-Chavez, Monterey County 

Health Department, CA

Policies that foster collaboration

Before diving into a Health in All Policies ordinance 

or resolution, HiAP practitioners often start by 

implementing policies that require agencies to work 

together to improve health. Here are some examples.

• Workplace wellness policies may require the 

formation of a workplace wellness council or 

team. These teams comprise representatives 

from multiple government agencies, such 

as health departments, transportation 

departments, departments of education, and 

offices of personnel. The team is responsible 

for developing, promoting, implementing, 

and evaluating workplace wellness policies 

and programs. This might mean overseeing 

and assessing employee health screenings, 

environmental changes, and incentives to 

participate in wellness interventions, such 

as exercise classes, tobacco cessation, and 

diabetes prevention programs. 

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
http://www.changelabsolutions.org/workplace-wellness
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Comprehensive plans

Comprehensive plans (also called general plans 

or master plans in some states) provide a broad 

policy framework that establishes a community’s 

vision, goals, and strategies for future development 

and growth. Comprehensive plans address a 

range of important community issues, such as 

land use, noise, safety, housing, health, economic 

development, growth management, parks and 

recreation, sustainability, natural resources and 

conservation, transportation, and public facilities.

Comprehensive plans affect many of the social, 

environmental, and economic determinants of 

health, including the following:

• Clean air and water 

• Access to parks and open space

• Access to healthy food 

• Preservation of agricultural lands

• Access to good jobs and economic opportunity 

• Healthy and affordable housing

• Safe, convenient, and accessible 

transportation systems (including pedestrian 

and bicycle facilities and public transit) 

• Sustainable development and climate change

• Social connection and community engagement 

Recognizing the important role comprehensive 

plans play in establishing goals and policies that 

support health, a growing number of communities 

are incorporating a health element into their 

comprehensive plan. Health elements explicitly 

make the connection between community 

development and community well-being, directly 

tying a community’s plans for future growth to 

opportunities for improving residents’ health. 

• Complete streets policies aim to ensure 

all people — whether they bike, walk, drive, 

or roll — have safe and easy access to roads. 

Implementation of complete streets policies 

often involves coordination between many 

government departments, including public 

works, planning, transportation, public health, 

fire, and police. 

• Policies to create healthy homes for all 

Creating stable, quality, and affordable 

housing for all requires the involvement of 

many partners, such as the housing, public 

health, code enforcement, building and 

permitting, fire, and planning departments. 

• Climate adaptation and resilience plans 

present an opportunity for local and state 

governments to build community resilience. 

Agencies can work together to design and 

implement climate preparedness plans 

that offer residents a healthy future. 

Opportunities exist to incorporate health and 

equity considerations into the development 

and implementation of climate adaptation 

strategies.  

With policies like these, government agencies 

in your jurisdiction can begin to cultivate 

relationships. They gain experience working 

together to promote health, preparing them to 

tackle complex community health issues more 

systematically. When agencies work together to 

pass and implement healthy policies, they build 

support and momentum for a formal Health in All 

Policies initiative.

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
http://www.changelabsolutions.org/childhood-obesity/complete-streets
http://changelabsolutions.org/healthy-homes
https://www.usdn.org/uploads/cms/documents/usdn_guide_to_equitable_community-driven_climate_preparedness-_high_res.pdf
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ChangeLab Solutions holds one of the largest 

libraries of model policies that promote health 

and foster collaboration. Government agencies, 

school districts, and even businesses and nonprofit 

organizations can adopt these policies. 

Health in All Policies can also be included in other 

relevant elements of a comprehensive plan. For 

example, Orange County, North Carolina, added 

Health in All Policies to the update of its Parks & 

Recreation Master Plan.

While designing parks and recreation 

facilities with public health in mind has been 

accomplished on a basic level in Orange 

County, it has not been fully integrated into 

the design process for parks in a formulaic 

or fundamental design tenet. There has been 

a national movement towards ‘health in all 

policies.’ Health in all policies means that 

health consideration is defined and addressed 

in all policymaking and programming across 

sectors, and at all levels, to improve the health 

of all communities and people. 

With the clear connections between public 

health and parks and recreation, it will be 

important that Orange County includes key 

public health considerations in the design of 

parks and recreation programs, policies,   

or projects.

The goal of such an active, healthy community 

and its benefits cannot be attained without 

collaboration from a diverse set of community, 

government, and business partners. Only 

when these partners all recognize and strive 

towards active living as an integrated way of 

life, and not simply an individual choice to be 

made each day, will we achieve the health, 

economic, and other benefits we desire.”28

The Road to Success: Richmond, CA

 “Our health in all policy strategy and ordinance 

were adopted by the city council [in April 

2014] as a way to operationalize our vision 

of a healthy community that is laid out in our 

general plan. We had an interdepartmental team 

that worked on that. That group is continuing 

to tackle health needs like what to do about the 

closure of an emergency [health care] facility 

in San Pablo, how to collaborate to fund the 

renovation of 2 local parks, and getting the 

uninsured enrolled in the ACA exchanges.”         

—Gabino Arredondo, City Manager’s Office,      

City of Richmond

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
http://changelabsolutions.org/
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Ready, Set, Go: Starting 
the Conversation

 If you’ve already built some collaborative muscle 

by working on any of the policies in the previous 

section, congratulations! Those experiences 

have taught you invaluable lessons about how to 

engage in mutually supportive partnerships and 

work toward shared goals. In fact, you may have 

produced concrete results that have improved 

residents’ lives. It may even feel like these 

successes are good enough. Why start talking 

about Health in All Policies?

When a community successfully implements a 

Health in All Policies ordinance or resolution, staff 

and leadership from multiple government agencies 

regularly convene to coordinate those agencies’ 

policies, budgets, and services to better serve the 

community as a whole. In other words, this kind 

of systemic change requires people to talk to one 

another often. To launch a HiAP initiative, you 

need to start conversations with people you may 

never have worked with! 

Below are specific strategies to consider when 

building the case to move beyond individual 

healthy policies to a comprehensive HiAP policy. It 

is not an exhaustive list, but it provides strategies 

HiAP practitioners took before they were able to 

convince their leadership to adopt a Health in All 

Policies ordinance or resolution.

Lead by example and incorporate 
Health in All Policies principles 
into your professional practice

If you haven’t already, a simple first step can be 

making Health in All Policies part of your everyday 

work. For example, depending on your role, you 

might consider the following activities:

• Build partnerships with staff at other agencies, 

offices, and departments. These relationships 

can help you build some collaborative muscle 

and identify other HiAP champions.

• Cultivate new partnerships and strengthen 

existing relationships with organizations 

and residents in underserved areas. Let 

these partners’ goals inform your programs, 

policies, and services so that your work 

reflects the needs and interests of the whole 

community and equitably benefits everyone. 

Underserved areas may include neighborhoods 

with high rates of chronic disease; communities 

of color; low-income areas; areas around 

schools where more than half of the students 

receive free or reduced-price school meals; and 

areas with fewer amenities like parks and open, 

safe spaces for physical activity and recreation.

• Encourage people in your department to 

routinely consider health, sustainability, 

and equity in decisionmaking, and urge 

them to engage more profoundly and 

more meaningfully with the community. 

For information on how to conduct deep 

community engagement, check out these 

resources: Community Engagement Guide 

for Sustainable Communities, Community 

Engagement & Participation Checklist, 

and Guide to Equitable, Community-Driven 

Climate Preparedness Planning.

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
http://www.policylink.org/find-resources/library/community-engagement-guide-for-sustainable-communities
http://www.policylink.org/find-resources/library/community-engagement-guide-for-sustainable-communities
http://www.policylink.org/find-resources/library/community-engagement-participation-checklist
http://www.policylink.org/find-resources/library/community-engagement-participation-checklist
http://www.usdn.org/uploads/cms/documents/usdn_guide_to_equitable_community-driven_climate_preparedness-_high_res.pdf
http://www.usdn.org/uploads/cms/documents/usdn_guide_to_equitable_community-driven_climate_preparedness-_high_res.pdf
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Tap into existing coalitions or 
cross-agency task forces

Most communities have interagency task forces 

and community coalitions that meet regularly. 

The purposes of these groups vary; they may 

be tackling anything from the obesity epidemic 

to opioid overdose prevention to child welfare. 

Regardless of their goals, these groups are 

practicing active collaboration and are obvious 

places to find champions for a HiAP initiative. 

HiAP practitioners who participate in these groups 

should apply Health in All Policies principles by 

doing the following:

• Assessing who is participating in the group 

and who might be missing. It’s important to 

use this information to identify and invite new 

partners. 

• Determining how to connect multiple groups’ 

initiatives so they are coordinating their 

efforts and maximizing resources.   

For example, Del Norte County in California, which 

has fewer than 30,000 people, applied a Health 

in All Policies framework to an existing teen 

pregnancy coalition.  

Being a very rural community with finite 

resources, there’s a lot of competition. I’m 

utilizing a Health in all Policies framework 

in all the different categories that I work in, 

including the Teen Pregnancy Prevention 

Coalition I coordinate.”23

• Promote other agencies’ activities by 

connecting and combining resources, 

programs, and policies. For example, Denver, 

Colorado, established a “Key to the City” 

card that allows students to use one card to 

access their local libraries, pools, and other 

recreational and cultural facilities. Creating 

the infrastructure to support this program 

required multiple agencies to work together, 

including the office of children’s affairs, the 

department of parks and recreation, the 

Denver public library system, and several 

museums. By consolidating access to multiple 

institutions into one card, children and their 

families can more easily use these community 

resources. The Key to the City also boosts the 

number of people participating in local events, 

which benefits both the community and the 

agencies involved.29 

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
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Speak to shared values

Regardless of where your community is in the 

HiAP process, it’s important to consider framing. 

How will you frame this initiative so that the 

importance of health and working together will 

resonate with leadership, staff, and residents? 

For example, the Health in All Policies initiative in 

King County, Washington is focused on equity and 

social justice. The initiative came out of a two-day, 

200-person training on institutionalized racism 

that managers and leaders in the public health 

department attended. After the training, the health 

department recognized that other agencies and 

departments wouldn’t necessarily see themselves 

or their work reflected in a “health” initiative. 

The department strategically chose “equity in all 

policies” as the focus of their initiative.25 

Early on we heard that when staff at other 

agencies saw that this initiative was led by the 

health department, they didn’t see themselves 

reflected in it. Whether they were in our 

permitting office, land use office, transportation, 

or natural resources and parks, if you talked 

about Health in All Policies in terms of health, 

they didn’t see it in the work that they did. Once 

we were able to make the shift to talking about 

equity and social justice and the determinants 

of equity, that gave us a broader and more 

inclusive umbrella for everybody’s work.”25

Additionally, storytelling is a powerful way to 

communicate about the social and economic 

realities that many residents may face. Similarly, 

these narratives about community life and health 

can help make the case for why government 

agencies should work together to tackle health 

inequities. 

For example, the Health in All Policies initiative 

in Richmond, Virginia, came out of the mayor’s 

desire to end poverty.30 The city’s Health in All 

Policies initiative uses “Myra’s Story” to show how 

the history of policies and the lack of investment 

in Myra’s community have adversely affected her, 

her family, her environment, and the community 

overall. This graphic narrative succinctly conveys 

a lot of complex information in a small amount 

of space. It also humanizes an abstract topic by 

showing how policy decisions affect the lives of 

individual people.31 

The Road to Success: King County, WA

“We took a pretty serious look at how 

parklands are allocated across the county. 

When our Department of Natural Resources 

and Parks looked at how to allocate new 

projects, they prioritized projects that were 

in areas where there are large communities 

of color or people of lower income and a 

deficit of parks. We’re trying to create more 

equity in the distribution of those resources.

We’ve used the same kind of analysis 

when looking at our transit routes and 

the accessibility of transit services. We 

implemented a low fare option for people of 

lower income. We have departments like the 

courts, human services, and public health 

clinics engaged to sign people up for the low 

fare option.” 

—Carrie S. Cihak, Office of King County 

Executive, King County, Washington 

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
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The Road to Success: Rancho 
Cucamonga

The City of Rancho Cucamonga (RC) in 

California formed a partnership called Healthy 

RC in 2008 to address health inequities in their 

community. The group comprised staff from 

every city department and division, allowing 

everyone to discuss the role of health in their 

work. Over time, this collaboration resulted 

in policy change and a culture shift around 

health, both within city government and among 

community residents and organizations. 

Additionally, this teamwork led to critical 

thinking about how systems interact to produce 

health outcomes. To capture these new ideas 

and goals, the Healthy Rancho Cucamonga 

Steering Committee and partners began 

developing the Healthy RC strategic plan 

in 2013. Thinking strategically allowed the 

partnership to operationalize their vision for  

a healthier Rancho Cucamonga.33,34
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Form a team

To fully implement a Health in All Policies 

resolution or ordinance, you need to create a team 

of HiAP practitioners to lead the adoption and 

implementation of these policies. The process of 

building a team may take months and even years. 

Don’t get discouraged if you encounter resistance 

and skepticism at first. 

“I spent the first 6 months building 

relationships. It’s all about building 

relationships. And building trust. Almost every 

single meeting that I had, I would find out 

something that they wanted in their community. 

Sometimes they might need something from 

an agency or organization that is only a couple 

blocks away, but they wouldn’t go over there. 

If it were something I could connect them to, 

I would say, ‘Well let me follow up for you.’ I 

wanted to be able to have something to offer so 

that I could follow up with them.”23

Keep in mind: Your partners from your prior healthy 

policy successes (see Warming Up) can be very 

valuable allies in both identifying and reaching out 

to people not yet joined the HiAP team. For example, 

if you have a great partnership with the planning 

department and they regularly meet with the fire 

department, consider asking planning department 

leadership to reach out to the fire department.

Create an action plan 

Adopting a Health in All Policies ordinance or 

resolution won’t happen overnight, you should 

work with your team to prioritize the following:

• What kind of strong HiAP policy (see Select and 

adopt a strong HiAP policy) makes the most 

sense for our community right now?     

• Does the policy address the needs and will 

of your community, including residents most 

affected by health inequities?

• How will the team communicate about Health 

in All Policies? What kind of framing will work 

best? For example, will decisionmakers and 

community residents be more likely to support 

an initiative that focuses on health, equity, 

sustainability, wellness, or another holistic 

approach?

• What data and local examples support the 

need for a Health in All Policies initiative (see 

“Conduct a community assessment”)? For 

example, what are the obesity or diabetes 

rates in the community? In the past, has a lack 

of collaboration or coordination resulted in an 

unanticipated negative health outcome? 

• What steps must the team take to get the 

policy adopted? Who needs to be involved 

in that process and to what degree? Who is 

taking the lead on different parts of the plan? 

• What is the team’s timeline? 

http://www.changelabsolutions.org


The Road to Success: Riverside  
County, CA

“We have created a toolkit. We call it the 

Healthy City Resolution Toolkit Template. So 

it’s a template that any city can use to do these 

1- or 2-page resolutions that then can drive 

their general plan updates or drive activities in 

the city. So after 2 years of work, cities have 

the tools they need to take certain positions 

on health. Many cities now have. There’s now a 

Healthy Paris and a Live Well Jurupa Valley. Our 

goal over the next few years of work with 15 of 

the 28 cities [in Riverside County] is to adopt 

resolutions.”                           

—Michael Osur, County of Riverside Department 

of Public Health, California

To learn more and to access their full toolkit, 

visit www.healthyriversidecounty.org.
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Mobilize partners to adopt a policy 

Enacting strong HiAP policies, like an ordinance 

or resolution, requires a strategic community 

organizing effort to educate decisionmakers and 

the public about the health and economic benefits 

associated with these policies. When you are 

ready, you should work with your partners to teach 

residents and leadership alike about the initiative. 

This is the time to tell people about successful 

healthy policies you’ve already adopted. For 

example, Health in All Policies efforts in Richmond, 

California, began with an update to the city’s 

general plan that involved many different residents. 

If we didn’t have an updated general plan with 

broad community input, I don’t know what 

our health in all policy strategy would be. The 

general plan helps codify what we’re supposed 

to be doing.”35

http://www.healthyriversidecounty.org/
http://www.changelabsolutions.org
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Building and Sustaining Relationships

The Community Toolbox’s Section on Building 

and Sustaining Relationships is an online learning 

platform geared toward building and maintaining 

relationships, which is the foundation of Health 

in All Policies. The website provides a primer 

on the importance of developing and managing 

relationships, as well as a step-by-step guide and 

set of tips for getting relationships off the ground. 

Community Engagement Guide for 
Sustainable Communities 

Developed by PolicyLink, this guide discusses 

the benefits of community engagement. It gives 

9 general guidelines to consider in engagement 

and specific strategies that will be helpful to 

implement these guidelines.  It provides answers 

to frequently asked questions around challenges 

in meaningfully engaging residents. 

Community Engagement & Participation 
Checklist

Developed by PolicyLink, this checklist outlines 

components of an authentic and participatory 

community engagement process and provides a 

template for assessing these components. 

Resources

Health in All Policies: A Guide for State and 
Local Government 

Developed by the American Public Health 

Association and the Public Health Institute, this 

guide is geared toward state and local government 

leaders who want to use collaboration between 

government agencies and departments to promote 

healthy communities. The guide showcases many 

perspectives and examples of Health in All Policies 

implementation, including resources for working 

across sectors. 

Health in All Policies: Training Manual

This manual was produced by the World Health 

Organization and provides a curriculum to improve 

people’s understanding of the importance of Health 

in All Policies. The materials serve as the basis for 

a multiday workshop that aims to build capacity 

around Health in All Policies, encourage cross-

government collaboration, and facilitate discussion. 

Collaboration Multiplier

Developed by the Prevention Institute, the 

Collaboration Multiplier provides a systematic 

approach to laying the groundwork for 

collaboration. The tool guides organizations 

through a collaborative discussion to identify 

activities that accomplish a common goal, 

delineate each partner’s perspective and potential 

contributions, and leverage expertise and resources. 

Strategies for Community Change and 
Improvement 

This resource, offered by the Community Toolbox, 

provides information about community organizing, 

social action, and community development to help 

people collaborate to improve their communities. 

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
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Hitting Your Stride: 
Selecting a Strong HiAP 
Policy for Your Community

How do you know when you’re hitting your stride? 

You have some solid experience working on one or 

more healthy policies. You have a few key partners 

in other agencies, and as a team, you continue 

to reach out to other people. You have both the 

relationships and the experience necessary to 

engage community members and ask for their input. 

At this stage, you’re likely ready to collect data 

and survey residents in order to inform the goals 

and strategies for developing a strong HiAP 

policy, like a Health in All Policies ordinance or 

resolution. Why? Well-crafted policies reflect 

local data and community input. Decisionmakers 

often use the information collected during this 

phase to refine policies. And community members 

can help drive the work and track progress by 

holding decisionmakers accountable during policy 

adoption and implementation. 

Below are strategies to consider when identifying 

community needs and readiness for Health in   

All Policies. 

Conduct a community assessment

Community assessments are a way to systematically 

and comprehensively determine what resident 

concerns are, what are the community’s major 

strengths, and what are the most significant 

barriers to health. It’s a good idea to conduct a 

community assessment (or tap into an existing 

one, as described in the next section) to build 

support for a Health in All Policies initiative. 

Community assessments can raise awareness 

about the need for Health in All Policies, identify 

and recruit potential champions, and develop a 

baseline that can inform a HiAP policy. 

When conducting a community assessment, your 

HiAP team will work with community residents to 

answer the following kinds of questions: 

• What are the biggest issues facing the 

community regarding health, equity, and 

sustainability? 

• How do these issues affect residents and the 

economy? 

• Are government leaders, community members, 

policymakers, and other relevant stakeholders 

interested in Health in All Policies? 

Community assessments will vary in scope and 

approach depending on the community context. 

Some data may be available in public data sets, 

such as the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance 

System, US Census, and Community Commons. 

But the most meaningful community assessments 

include information collected through key 

informant interviews, surveys (in-person, 

telephone, or mailed), informal meetings with 

key stakeholders, and seminars or workshops 

with residents and decisionmakers. The following 

people and organizations are often involved in 

community assessments: 

• Community members

• Decisionmakers

• Chambers of commerce and local businesses

• Local government agencies  

• Local health, equity, or sustainability coalitions

• Local community nonprofits that work on 

health, equity, or sustainability

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
https://www.cdc.gov/brfss/
https://www.cdc.gov/brfss/
https://factfinder.census.gov/faces/nav/jsf/pages/index.xhtml
https://www.communitycommons.org/
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Additionally, as part of your community 

assessment, you should update your policy scan to 

reflect any additional policies that were adopted 

since your initial scan (see Warming Up).

Or, tap into existing 
community assessments

Community institutions may routinely conduct 

community assessments. As appropriate, consider 

leveraging these assessments to advance your 

Health in All Policies goals. The table below 

highlights common community assessments that 

may be starting or ongoing in a community. 

Assessment Description Lead Organization Agency

Community Health Needs 
Assessment (CHNA)

Under the Affordable Care Act, every 
nonprofit hospital is required to conduct 
a CHNA every 3 years36 to acquire the 
information necessary to provide a benefit 
to the community they serve and coordinate 
their services accordingly.37

Nonprofit hospital or health 
care system

Community Health Assessment 
(CHA)

Health departments conduct CHAs to assess 
health and well-being in their community and 
determine residents’ needs. In combination 
with a community health improvement 
plan (CHIP) and/or an agency’s strategic 
plan, health departments use CHAs to plan 
next steps to improve community health.38 
Between 2011 and 2016, 78% of local health 
departments had participated in a CHA, 
and 67% had participated in a CHIP. More 
than half of local health departments have 
developed a strategic plan within the last 5 
years.38,39

Health departments

Baseline assessments for 
planning processes

Analyzing baseline conditions — also called 
existing condition assessments — is one of 
the first steps in a typical planning process, 
such as updates to comprehensive plans or 
transportation plans. These analyses provide 
a snapshot of the existing social, economic, 
and physical conditions and trends in a 
community.

Local or regional planning 
agency

http://www.changelabsolutions.org


The Road to Success: New Orleans, LA

The New Orleans Health Department (NOHD) 

jump-started their strategic and systematic 

approach to HiAP by developing a community 

health improvement plan (CHIP). This 

planning process brought together health 

system partners, community leaders, and local 

government agencies and departments to 

examine the assets and resources available in 

the community and to address health issues 

using a social determinants of health frame. 

Based on the findings from the CHA, the CHIP 

serves as the strategic plan for health in New 

Orleans. It includes a vision for community 

health and prioritizes strategies to achieve 

health goals.41
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Often during these assessments, community 

members identify issues like unemployment, 

violence, or housing costs as major factors 

affecting their health. Policies that increase 

employment opportunities, reduce violence, 

or make housing affordable inherently require 

participation and collaboration between 

multiple government agencies, including health 

departments, housing departments, transportation 

departments, and public works. When residents 

raise these issues, it provides an opportunity to 

build the case for Health in All Policies. 

[When we conducted our CHA], it was the 

first time that we went out to the community 

to define health more broadly as the 

environment in which people live, work, 

and play. The community provided us with 

information about their health concerns, 

which included areas the health department 

hasn’t traditionally worked on — like poverty, 

transportation, jobs, and education. 

This left us a little bit perplexed. We weren’t 

sure how to make sense of what we heard 

from the community. How do we frame this 

from a public health perspective and capture 

the multitude of areas that the community 

suggested that we should be addressing? 

We were trying to identify which partners 

we needed to engage to address the issues 

that we heard from the community. When 

we came across Health in All Policies, we 

realized, ‘Oh my gosh! This is exactly what 

the community is saying!’ We need to adopt a 

HiAP framework.”40

http://www.changelabsolutions.org


The Road to Success: Denver, CO

“We are in the top 10 metro areas in the US in 

terms of the number of Energy Star buildings. 

We are in the top 10 in the United States in 

terms of deployment of solar generating 

capacity. We are 4th in fitness in a ranking 

of 50 cities. We were also recently named, in 

Greenbiz.com, as being the best place in the 

country to have a green meeting or conference.” 

 —Jerome Tinianow, the Denver Office of 

Sustainability, Denver, Colorado 
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The model policies below, which are available in 

our website at Commitment to Change: Health in 

All Policies Model Policies. These model policies 

are specifically designed to help communities 

institutionalize a Health in All Policies approach. 

An official policy ensures structural change is 

sustained over time, even when there are shifts in 

staffing and leadership. The 3 models offer options 

for communities that are at different stages in 

the process or that face different opportunities to 

create change. Each one can be adapted to meet 

your community’s needs.

• Model Health in All Policies Ordinance   

This policy is the most comprehensive of the 

options. It is designed to help a jurisdiction 

fully implement Health in All Policies.

• Model Health in All Policies Resolution 

The model resolution is designed to help cities, 

towns, and counties that are ready to take initial 

steps toward implementing Health in All Policies.

• Health in All Policies in General Plans  

This model language allows communities 

to begin to commit to Health in All Policies 

through an existing policy that is focused on 

the actions of the planning department.

Select and adopt a strong HiAP policy

A strong HiAP policy can be an ordinance, a 

resolution, or an executive order issued by a 

mayor.42-45 Regardless of the form it takes, a strong 

HiAP policy requires government agencies to work 

together to accomplish the following tasks:

Convene & collaborate by 

establishing a Health in All Policies 

team to work across government 

agencies and departments to  

identify and pursue opportunities  

to improve health.

Engage & envision by encouraging 

community engagement in the 

creation of a vision for a healthier 

community.  

Make a plan that incorporates 

feedback collected during the 

Engage & Envision process and 

establishes goals and actions for 

the initiative.

Invest in change by requiring 

training for staff; identifying funding 

for the initiative; and developing 

tools to apply a health equity lens to 

policies, practices, and programs.

Track progress by preparing an 

annual or biennial report that 

analyzes health outcomes or 

health equity goals; tracks progress 

in implementing the plan; and 

includes recommendations for new 

policies or procedures to ensure 

departments consider health, 

sustainability, and equity    

in decisionmaking. 

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
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Resources
Leveraging Nonprofit Hospital Community 
Benefits

Our fact sheet explains what hospital community 

benefits are and how healthy eating and active 

living advocates can partner with nonprofit 

hospitals to create healthier communities.

Power Mapping

Democracy for America’s Training Academy 

resource on power mapping gives users a 

framework and set of tools for influencing 

decisionmakers. This is particularly helpful in 

coalition-building and legislative advocacy. 

Community Commons

This is an online clearinghouse of publicly 

accessible databases that can be used to assess 

community health across multiple dimensions, 

including equity, economics, education, 

environmental quality and sustainability, food,   

and health outcomes. The website also includes     

a mapping tool.  

Organizing for Legislative Advocacy 

The Community Tool Box’s section on General 

Rules for Organizing for Legislative Advocacy 

provides sources and strategies for how to work 

collectively to achieve legislative success. It 

provides the nuts and bolts of how to organize  

and approach policymakers and why those 

activities are important.  

Resource Center for Community Health 
Assessment and Community Health 
Improvement Plans

The National Association of County and City 

Health Officials (NACCHO) resource center 

provides resources and case studies to support 

local health departments and their partners 

in completing community health improvement 

processes, including conducting CHAs and 

developing CHIPs.   

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
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Crossing the Finish Line: 
Moving Toward Whole 
of Government

Transforming government so that it consistently 

uses a whole-of-government approach takes 

time. It requires patience, tenacity, and strategy. 

However, when you commit to a vision of what you 

want to collectively achieve, you can improve the 

health of everyone. 

Some communities may be just starting out by 

implementing a new internal policy to make it 

easier to hire staff with expertise in a variety of 

fields. Others may be implementing a policy that 

fosters collaboration (like a Complete Streets 

policy). Or, others may have just adopted a HiAP 

ordinance. Regardless of where a community is, 

it’s imperative that local agencies continue to 

identify opportunities to move government staff 

and leadership to the next level.

Because this process can take several years, it is 

important to take stock of the big wins — like the 

adoption of a new HiAP policy — as well as the 

little wins — like two departments successfully 

collaborating for the first time. 

Our health coalition realized that the county 

had never taken a position on the overall 

health of communities. [By adopting a county 

health resolution], the county took a position 

on healthy communities. This has encouraged 

all departments to work together and 

encouraged cross-sectoral collaboration.”27  

When you have successfully adopted a strong 

Health in All Policies policy, like a HiAP resolution 

or ordinance, consult our toolkit, From Start to 

Finish: How to Permanently Improve Government 

through Health in All Policies. It has the 

information you need to fully implement a whole-

of-government approach and create equitable, 

healthy, and sustainable communities for all.

The Road to Success: Chicago, IL

The Chicago City Council passed a resolution 

in 2016 to formalize their Health in All Policies 

approach. Drawing on the model policies in 

ChangeLab Solutions’ Health in All Policies 

toolkit, the Chicago Department of Public Health 

developed the city’s “Health in All” Resolution. 

The resolution focuses on the systemic barriers 

keeping Chicago families from being healthy, 

such as lack of access to safe, affordable 

housing and grocery stores. And it emphasizes 

the profound health inequities at play in the city, 

highlighting how African American and Latino 

Chicagoans have fewer opportunities to be 

healthy and often worse health outcomes than 

their white counterparts.

Mayor Rahm Emanuel explained: “While we 

have made tremendous progress over the 

past 5 years with our comprehensive citywide 

public health plan, this new resolution takes 

an extra step to ensure that as we create new 

policies, we are guaranteeing the health of our 

residents and communities. Every agency in city 

government has a role to play.”46

Since its creation, the task force has helped 

the city consider the consequences of existing 

policies, identify opportunities to effect 

meaningful change, and envision a healthier, 

more equitable future for all Chicago residents.

http://www.changelabsolutions.org
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